Educational Visit – That History Bloke – Egyptian session,.
Hancock Museum – Egyptian workshop. Thurston (no link)
English
Non Chronological report about Egyptians.
Biography linked to Howard Carter.
Debate – tomb raiding v archaeology?
Use dictionaries to discover meaning of new
topic based vocabulary.
Complete comprehensions and reciprocal
reading based on Egyptian texts.
Write setting descriptions of the Egyptian
tombs.
Write newspaper reports about the discovery
of Tutankhamun’s tomb.
Write instructions for how to mummify a
body.
Write a play-script for an Egyptian scene.

Topic Texts – Horrible Histories – Awful Egyptians, Ancient
Egypt – Eyewitness,

Geography
Locate Egypt on a map and locate famous
landmarks.
Compare Modern and Ancient Egypt.
Create a fact-file about Egyptian hierarchy and
social groups.
Understand importance of the River Nile and how it
changes the landscape.
Write a tourist’s guide to Egypt as it is now.
Use 4 and 6 place coordinates to locate places on a
map of Ancient / Modern Egypt.
To learn about Ancient Egyptian farming techniques
and food.

Pharaohs
Computing
- Research and present a power-point on a
Pharaoh of their choice.
-Use old fashioned video app to recreate
Egyptian discovery.
Use Google Maps to visit and explore Egypt.
Use Word to create Egyptian Pharaoh fact
files.

PHSE
Debate Egyptian slavery
Discuss children’s views on afterlife and
compare with other civilisations and religions.

History
Look at a range of sources to find out about the
life of Tutankhamun.
Create a timeline showing both Egypt in history
and key events in Egypt’s development.
Learn about the role of the Pharaoh – what was
a typical day etc.
Learn the key vocabulary associated with the
Pharaoh.
Investigate different Egyptian artefacts and
predict their uses.
Learn about different Egyptian Gods and their
roles.
Look at the importance of the Rosetta Stone.
Investigate the process of mummification.
Investigate what Egyptians believed about life
after death.
Write own spells and pages for the book of the
dead.
Lear about the life and death of Queen
Cleopatra.
Art /D.T
Sketch detailed drawings of artefacts found in
Tutankhamun’s burial chambers.
Make Egyptian nemes (headwear)
Design and make a canopic jar.
Make Egyptian style bread.
Learn how to write like an Egyptian.
Make a papier-mâché death mask
Make Ancient Egyptian paper plate collars.

Outcomes / Innovation –.Create Egyptian headwear and death masks, produce papyrus style scrolls, learn to write in Ancient
Hieroglyphics

